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Native Americans, also known as American Indians, Indigenous Americans and other terms, are the indigenous peoples of the United States, except Hawaii. More than 570 federally recognized tribes live within the US, about half of which are associated with Indian reservations. The term "American Indian" excludes Native Hawaiians and some Alaska Natives, while "Native Americans" (as defined by the US Census) are American Indians, plus Alaska Natives of all ethnicities. The US Census does not include the cultural differences between Native Americans and European Americans caused frequent clashes that often led to destruction of land and people. These differences include religious practices and ruling practices, among others. Unfortunately, these cultural differences resulted in blood shed during war or captivity, which ultimately forced the Native Americans to be assimilated into European culture or migrate west to reservations. Do you think life was better for Native Americans on the reservation or on individual plots of land? Why? yes because they had basically everything. (0 votes). Presentation on theme: "The Native American World" Presentation transcript: 1 The Native American World Chapter 1, section 1. 2 This section examines some patterns of early Native American life that would play an important role once Native Americans, Europeans, and Africans finally made contact with one another. 3 Was the Native American world flourishing? 9 Trade All Native Americans practiced trading Trade for needs Trade for hospitality and friendliness Sharing meant respect Economic trade considered social Trading all across continent among all regions. Download ppt "The Native American World". Similar presentations. The Northwest and the Artic. Native American Cultures.